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MODULAR BUILDING SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application relies on the disclosure of and claims the

benefit of the filing date ofUS. Provisional Application No.

61/178,687, filed May 15, 2009, the disclosure of which is

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the field ofmodular build-

ing systems. Embodiments ofthe invention include, a modu-

lar building system comprising planar sheets ofmaterial hav-

ing an interior cellular configuration and moment

connections, which are combined by pressure fit with tool-

less or limited tool assembly mechanisms and canbe used, for

example, as spatial partitions, platforms, structural supports,

or supports for articles. Specific embodiments of the inven-

tion provide structures having a seemingly homogenous,

flowing ribbon structure.

2. Description of the Related Art

There is a need in the field ofbuilding systems to provide a

modular system that is quick and easy to assemble, requires

few or simple tools to no tools, and is just as simple to

disassemble. Platforms, shelters, spatial dividers, and support

structures to name a few could all benefit from an improved

modular building system.

For example, in disaster relief situations where temporary

housing is needed it is critical to be able to respond quickly to

those in need by providing structurally sound shelters. In

construction, however, quick and simple usually results in

lower quality and/or strength of the assembled product. Fur-

ther, it would be advantageous to be able to re-use the mate-

rials by having a modular system that can be disassembled

without damaging or destroying the components of the sys-

tem. The use of external brackets and screws or clamps can

damage the surface of the building materials rendering the

materials unusable even after the first use.

Current modular construction systems using panels of

sheet material and specialized connectors or brackets are

typically difficult and time consuming to assemble. One way

to avoid using specialized connectors for these modular sys-

tems is to substitute the brackets, connectors, and related

hardware with strips of adhesive tape. Use of adhesive tape

strips, however, compromises or sacrifices the overall

strength of the constructed system. In particular, the tape is

not very strong and any strength it provides to the system is

external and lies along the seam.

Another disadvantage ofexisting systems exists in the area

of exhibiting products for display, such as at trade shows.

Exhibitors are given access to an exhibition area only a short

time prior to the show to be able to set up their exhibits. Some

locations even require the hiring of a union representative for

installing the support systems used to display the products if

tools such as a hammer, drill or screwdriver are needed, which

unnecessarily adds to the exhibitor’s overall cost for the show.

Thus, modular display systems that can be assembled with no

tools or merely an allen wrench would be highly desired.

Further, in exhibition-type applications it would be addition-

ally desirable to have a display system that is aesthetically

pleasing, especially one which provides a surface for display-

ing products that appears to be a continuous surface and/or

appears to be a single structure instead of modular.
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In light ofthe above-described issues, the present invention

provides modular building systems with few parts, which can

be assembled and disassembled with few simple tools or no

tools, which can be used multiple times without damaging the

surface of the main building components, and which provide

strong, rigid structures having an internal means of support.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments of the invention include, among other

things, exhibition systems, demountable structural systems,

and scalable modular construction systems, which can be

assembled and disassembled quickly and easily and without

tools altogether, without specialized tools, or with only mini-

mal tools, such as a mallet or allen wrench. The building

systems include at least two planar members and at least one

moment connection joined in a manner that provides a rigid

supportive structure and/or spatial divider having a surface

that appears continuous throughout the structure.

Preferred embodiments of the invention provide building

kits comprising at least two planar or tubular members and at

least one moment connection capable of being joined in a

manner that provides a rigid supportive structure and/or spa-

tial divider having a surface that appears continuous through-

out the structure.

Included in embodiments are planar, extruded cell, poly-

carbonate members and a set of individual moment connec-

tions capable ofbeing combined to form a seemingly homog-

enous ribbon-looking structure.

The planar or tubular members and moment connections

can be joined together by way of a pressure fit, tool-less

connection to arrange the planar material in a series of verti-

cal, angular, and horizontal elements forming three-dimen-

sional spatial “ribbons” that provide elevated, structural plat-

forms for supporting objects on display.

Specific embodiments include: an exhibition support sys-

tem comprising: (a) at least two planar support members

comprising: (i) a top panel with a top planar surface; (ii) a

parallel bottom panel with a bottom planar surface; and (iii)

multiple walls disposed lengthwise between the panels;

wherein the panels and walls define interior hollow cells with

inner surfaces and a selected inner cell height and inner cell

width; and (b) at least one moment connection with at least

two elongated members: (i) disposed at an angle of orienta-

tion relative to one another; and (ii) having a height or width

to allow for a pressure fit within one of the cells along the

inner cell height or width ofthe planar memberwhen inserted

therein; whereby structural support for the system is internal

and is provided lengthwise within the planar support mem-

bers at the inner surfaces of the cell that interfaces with the

elongated members when inserted therein.

The support systems of embodiments of the invention can

include planar or tubular members wherein the top or bottom

surfaces of the members are not a means for connecting the

support members themselves, e.g., with external brackets and

screws inserted into the exterior face of the panels or tubes.

Preferably, the support and building systems according to

the invention comprise cellular polycarbonate (CPC), or a

material geometrically similar. Many variations exist for the

configuration of the cells of the planar material, including

square, rectangular, triangular, circular, or honeycomb

shapes. The support material can be planar, tubular, multi-

celled, or single-celled members.

The planar or tubular members can be mitered at their ends

to facilitate precise abutting of the support members con-

nected by the moment connections. A preferred embodiment
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includes planar or tubular support members which are

mitered for connecting them at a 90 degree angle relative to

each other.

Preferred systems ofthe present invention include systems

wherein the elongated members of at least one moment con-

nection comprise means for adjusting the pressure fit. Further,

any system described in this specification can be modified to

include at least one moment connection comprising means

for adjusting the angle of orientation between the two elon-

gated members. The systems can also comprise at least one

moment connection having two elongated members at a fixed

angle of orientation relative to each other.

Included in the scope of the invention are connectors for

joining at least two independent structural members compris-

ing: (a) at least two elongated leg members disposed an angu-

lar distance from one another and each having a configuration

for adjusting leg width, the configuration comprising: (i) a

wedge-shaped portion ofthe leg with two elongated surfaces

that meet at an acute angle and a third surface opposite the

acute angle; (ii) an integral screw which is fixed at one end in

a non-threaded manner in the third surface of the wedge and

is disposed at its other end within a threaded or partially

threaded cylindrical cavity disposed lengthwise through a

portion of the leg; (iii) whereby upon actuation of the screw

the wedge is capable ofbeing moved lengthwise along the leg

to increase or decrease leg width.

Such connectors can be operably configured to provide a

fixed angular distance between the elongated members, or

legs. Likewise, it is equally applicable that the connectors can

have an adjustable angular distance between the legs.

Further included in embodiments of the invention is a

modular building system comprising: (a) at least two planar

members comprising: (i) a top panel with a top planar surface;

(ii) a parallel bottom panel with a bottom planar surface; and

(iii) multiple walls disposed lengthwise between the panels;

wherein the panels and walls define interior hollow cells with

inner surfaces and a selected inner cell height and inner cell

width; and (b) at least one moment connection with two

elongated leg members: (i) having a height or width to allow

for a pressure fit within one of the cells along the inner cell

height or width of the planar member when inserted therein;

and (ii) disposed an angular distance from one another and

each having a configuration for adjusting leg width, the con-

figuration comprising: (1) a wedge-shaped portion of the leg

with two elongated surfaces that meet at an acute angle and a

third surface opposite the acute angle; (2) an integral screw

which is fixed at one end in a non-threaded manner in the third

surface of the wedge and is disposed at its other end within a

threaded or partially threaded cylindrical cavity disposed

lengthwise through a portion ofthe leg; whereby upon actua-

tion ofthe screw the wedge is capable ofbeing moved length-

wise along the leg to increase or decrease leg width.

Such building systems can be operably configured

whereby structural support for the system is internal and is

provided lengthwise within the planar support members at the

inner surfaces of the cell that interfaces with the elongated

members when inserted therein.

Also included with embodiments of the invention are

modular building systems comprising a connector as

described in this specification, wherein the connector is oper-

ably configured for insertion into planar or tubular support

members comprising an internal cellular cavity structure,

wherein the elongated members of the connector have a

height or width to allow for a pressure fit within one of the

cells of the support member when inserted therein, whereby

structural support for the system is internal and is provided

lengthwise within the planar or tubular support members at
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inner surfaces of the cell that interface with the elongated

members when inserted therein. Such modular building sys-

tems can comprise a connector having three elongated mem-

bers for providing a three-dimensional system, which can be

used in particular forjoining support beams of a building, for

example.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a polycarbonate structure

that provides a display system for commercial goods or other

displays, which is pieced together using adhesive tape seams

(prior art).

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a polycarbonate structure

that provides a display system for commercial goods or other

displays, which is pieced together using adhesive tape seams

(prior art).

FIG. 3 provides a perspective view of a building system

embodiment in which two planar panels are connected with

right-angle moment connections and wherein disposition of

the connections within the cells of the planar material is

visible through the transparent planar material.

FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C are line drawings showing several

views ofthree embodiments ofmoment connections accord-

ing to the invention.

FIGS. 5A-E are perspective views of an embodiment of a

moment connection, which is an adjustable pressure wedge-

type joint, according to the invention as installed in andjoin-

ing two sheets of material.

FIGS. 6A and 6B provide perspective views ofan embodi-

ment of a moment connection for joining two planar sheet

materials in skewed planes.

FIGS. 7A, 7B, 7C, and 7D provide exemplary planar mem-

bers.

FIGS. 8A, 8B, 8C, and 8D provide exemplary planar mem-

bers.

FIGS. 9A, 9B, and 9C provide exemplary planar members.

FIGS. 10A, 10B, 10C, and 10D provide an exemplary

building system comprising a wedge-type connector with

three elongated members, which can be used for connecting

tubular members (e. g., support beams for buildings) as

shown.

FIGS. 11A, 11B, 11C, and 11D provide an exemplary

building system comprising a wedge-type connector with

three elongated members, which can be used for connecting

complex-mitered tubular members (e.g., support beams for

buildings) to provide whenjoined a cohesive external appear-

ance as shown.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to various exemplary

embodiments of the invention. The following detailed

description is presented for the purpose of describing certain

embodiments in detail and is, thus, not to be considered as

limiting the invention to the embodiments described.

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a polycarbonate structure

that provides a display system for commercial goods or other

displays. The structure is a building system comprising five

planar panels joined together with strips of adhesive tape to

provide a display for articles, here furniture. The system

shown does not contain the modular building system compo-

nentjoint connections ofthe invention, and is cumbersome to

construct on site and difficult to deconstruct for moving and

storage.
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The joint connections of the invention can be used as a

convenient means ofconnecting sections ofa ribbon structure

such as that shown in FIG. 1. The use ofthe joint connections

of the invention, rather than the seams (adhesive tape strips)

shown in FIG. 1, can greatly simplify the installation, decon-

struction, and storage of such a display system. Embodiments

ofthe invention allow the system to be assembled as modular

sections rather than a single cohesive structure. For example,

the building system can comprise five planar panels joined

together using multiple moment connections, including right-

angle and skewed-plane moment connections to name a few.

Such a structure is seemingly continuous with inflection

points formed by mitered edges ofpolycarbonate sheet mate-

rial abutting closely by way of internal moment connection

joints. Structures assembled with components of the inven-

tion have sufficient rigidity to be able to support objects on the

surfaces of the planar material which act as platforms.

The planar material can be made of any type of material,

including metal, wood, plastic, alloy, glass, cellular polycar-

bonate (CPC), etc., so long as it provides a surface for sup-

porting objects, which is typically but not necessarily a planar

or generally flat surface, and the interior of the panels com-

prises hollows, voids, or a cellular structure. The panels used

for example in an exhibition system can be extruded or co-

extruded linear celled polycarbonate sheet. Such material is

also referred to as multi-walled polycarbonate sheets or hol-

low polycarbonate. This sheet material can be cut to any size

and is available with various cellular dimensions that provide

scalability to the system. This material can be cut to the

desired overall ribbon panel width by cutting the sheet length-

wise and parallel to cellular direction, e.g., along a cell wall.

At prescribed lengths the material can be cut at a miter across

the cell openings to expose a series of open-ended cells. The

angle of cut is determined by the desired position of the

specific planar elements. Depending on which moment con-

nection is chosen, the miter and cut angle can accommodate

any angle and direction. The mitered intersection of planar

elements allows for a clean ribbon that appears continuous in

space as it provides both spatial division and structural sup-

port for the exhibited objects.

Linear cell extruded polycarbonate sheet material is pre-

ferred, for example, for exhibiting products at a trade show.

The systems of embodiments of the invention, however, are

not limited to this material. Indeed, any material that possess

or that can be modified to possess a marginally to completely

closed cell with at least one open end can be used with the

system. Potential planar members (otherwise referred to as

spanning or ribbon material in this disclosure) also include,

but are not limited to: pipe section ofvarious shape, extrusion

with interior void, any material with similar extruded cellular

characteristics such as the cellular polycarbonate.

Another component ofthe exhibition system is a structural

moment connection thatjoins the planar material. In embodi-

ments, this connection is made ofwater-jet cut aluminum but

is also demonstrated in several additional materials. The

nature of this embodiment provides a rigid, angle specific,

pressure fit unit. Each end section is dimensioned to fit tightly

into the exposed cell of the mitered polycarbonate sheet.

Relief is given to the interior and exterior comers of the

bracket to allow clean meeting of the planar elements. This

connection has also been demonstrated in versions that

accommodate various materials and adjustable angles, both

in the mitered joint and direction of ribbon travel. This con-

nection can accommodate various cell dimensions through

adjustability. As an option to the system, and to further

enhance the continuous surface feature of the system, the

mitered comer intersection between two planar members can
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be treated with a clear temporary adhesive strip. The strip

serves as reinforcement to the mitered connection and

enhances the feature that the surface ofthe intersecting planar

materials appears as one continuous structure.

The nature of the moment connection joint allows for a

connection between an open cell or series of cells through

pressure created by specific dimensioning or variable force.

Each varies in complexity and could become part of a system

of varying adjustability that allows for a dynamic exhibition

system that provides inherent structural rigidity. While

related in nature to the exhibition system, it is important to

note the potential for a variety ofcomponent assembled struc-

tures and the scalability provided by thejoint types embodied

in this specification.

Even further, both the joint and spanning/ribbon compo-

nents could be made from any material, including but not

limited to: all metals, alloys, plastics, and fibers including

natural and man-made material and product. Additionally the

material manufacturing process can vary greatly depending

on the materials chosen.

The planar members and joint components that are pre-

ferred as the base building materials for an exhibition system

are made using specific manufacturing techniques not neces-

sarily required for the system to function. For example, the

planar ribbon elements can be made using thermo-set plastic

extrusion methods and the joint components can be prepared

from single sheet water-jet cut aluminum and individual

milled aluminum. It might be desirable for example for the

individual joint to be molded using co-inj ection, or injection

over molding while the spanning/ribbon elements might be

pultruded, extruded, case, rolled, etc.

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a polycarbonate structure

that provides a display system for commercial goods or other

displays, which is pieced together using adhesive tape seams

(prior art). A building system 200 according to the invention

comprising at least four planar panels 201 joined together

using multiple right-angle type moment connections can be

used to provide a platform for displaying objects that is iden-

tical in appearance to that ofFIG. 2, but which is modular and

less cumbersome to assemble on site.

FIG. 3 provides perspective views ofa building system 300

embodiment in which two planar panels 301 are connected

with right-angle moment connections 302 and wherein dis-

position of the connections within the cells of the planar

material is visible through the transparent planar material. To

assemble the planar members 301 in a manner that provides a

smooth, continuous surface, a first elongatedmember 3021 of

a moment connection 302 with two elongated members 3021,

3022 positioned at or configured in a desired fixed position

relative to one another (here, 90 degrees) is inserted into a

void (cell) 303 within the planar member 301. The joint or

moment connection 302 is held by pressure fit within the cell

303 of the planar member 301. The cells 303 of the planar

member 301 can be drilled or the planar member extruded in

a manner that provides cells with an interior surface providing

a void with approximately the same dimensions as or slightly

larger than the exterior surface dimensions ofthe correspond-

ing moment connection to be inserted into the cell. The planar

members have edges mitered 304 to allow for close abutment

when assembled using the moment connections. Once the

first elongated member of the moment connection is inserted

into the first planar member the second elongated member

3022 of the connector is inserted into a second planar mem-

ber. The planar members are then pushed further onto the

elongated members to ensure close abutment oftheir mitered

edges.
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FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C are line drawings showing several

views (from left to right in each set offigures, a back, side, and

front elevation view) of three embodiments of moment con-

nections 402 according to the invention. FIG. 4A provides a

prescribed or fixed angle (right or other) moment connection

402. This connection can be constructed from a variety of

materials including but not limited to: polycarbonate, ABS,

aluminum, acrylic. The connectors can be configured to pro-

vide any desired prescribed angle to allow for joining of

planar members at any desired angle by way ofhaving elon-

gated members 4021 and 4022 at a fixed desired angle. For

example, a right-angle connector would have a prescribed

bracket angle 403 ofninety degrees and the component stati-

cally reflects this angle. As part of the system the prescribed

angle connection is the simplest and when used in planar

connections can be made as a homogenous unit for ease of

manufacturing (e.g., laser, waterjet, or other CNC process to

cut sheet material or injection molding). This could be speci-

fied to any assembly angle. The joint can be scaled or modi-

fied to accommodate a particular cell dimension ofthe planar

materials which it is coupled with. Non-adjustable prescribed

angles that allow for ribbon movement out of plane (skewed)

are also included in the invention.

FIG. 4B provides an adjustable pressure, wedge joint 402.

In this embodiment, the moment connection 402 is similar in

nature to the prescribed right angle joint but also allows for

post installation adjustability of the pressure fit between the

moment connection and the internal walls or surfaces of the

cell of the planar material. Each leg 4021, 4022 of the com-

ponent contains a wedge 4023 along the length ofthe leg. The

wedge fits into a corresponding cut out ofthe leg 4024, or the

remainder ofthe leg is configured to accommodate the wedge

so as when combined the two parts provide a complete leg.

The wedge can be attached to the leg ofthe connector by way

of a set screw (not shown) or can be free of the leg but

positioned to contact a screw or push rod for providing

lengthwise movement of the wedge along the leg of the con-

nector.

A leg 4021 or 4022 of the moment connection 402 and its

corresponding wedge 4023 are inserted into a cell of a planar

sheet, the tension between the moment connection and the

inside surface ofthe cell can be manipulated from outside the

closed system by integral setscrew (not shown). In preferred

embodiments, an integral set screw is accommodated by a

channel 4025 disposed within and along the length ofthe leg

of the component up to and emerging from the leg at the cut

out 4026 portion corresponding to the wedge. The screw can

be secured within the head portion 4027 ofthe wedge 4023 in

a threaded or non-threaded manner (not shown) or of suffi-

cient length to contact the head of the wedge.

With the leg 4021, 4022 of the moment connection 402

inserted in the cell ofthe planar material, the set screw can be

activated to push the wedge 4023 further in a lengthwise

direction into the planar member (direction of movement

shown by arrow). As the wedge 4023 is pushed into the cell it

acts as a shim to effectively increase the dimension of the leg

with each turn ofthe set screw and gradually to provide a tight

pressure fit within the material cell, according to a desired

amount of pressure for that application. Adjustment of the

tension can be performed while the moment connection is

within the planar material, thus making initial insertion ofthe

moment connection relatively effortless (even tool-less).

Securing of the connection is then performed after insertion

to tighten the fit between the components. This can be facili-

tated by providing a pin prick hole (similar in size to hole/

channel 4025) in a surface of the planar member to accom-

modate a small rod, allen wrench, or screw driver for
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actuating the wedge. Similarly, the joint is released by releas-

ing pressure on the setscrew. As the screw is adjusted the

wedge moves and the leg dimension is reduced allowing for

disassembly. Such an assembly allows for variations in the

size ofthe cell cavity ofthe planar members without interfer-

ing with the pressure fit features of the system.

FIG. 4C provides yet another embodiment ofmoment con-

nections 402 according to the invention. More particularly, as

shown is a moment connection 402 with a continuously

adjustable angle 403. The continuously adjustable joint

allows the user to adjust the angle of the bracket preferably

prior to assembly with the planar members. The angle is

secured or locked in place using an integral set screw 4028.

The joint allows the user to develop custom ribbon paths and

offers a more adaptable assembly. In the embodiment shown,

planarmembers can bejoined together at angles ranging from

90 degrees up to 180 degrees. With slight modifications, the

joint canbe configured to allow for positioning ofthe surfaces

of the planar members at any angle with respect to one

another. Even further, the joint is not limited to a hinge-type

joint and can be configured in a ball-and-socket type configu-

ration to include any number of skewed orientations of the

planar members relative to one another. The textured 4029

joint shown in FIG. 4C represents optional knurling or tex-

turing to increase sheer strength of the tightened joint. This

joint can be rotated then tightened to allow for angular adjust-

ability.

Any features of the moment connections described in this

specification can be intermixed from any one or more of the

embodiments described. For example, combining the fea-

tures of an adjustable pressure joint and the features of a

continuously adjustable angle joint would allow for infinite

adjustability while accommodating a varying cell dimension.

FIGS. 5A-E are perspective views of an embodiment of a

moment connection according to the invention as installed in

and joining two sheets of material to form a building system

500 according to the invention. As shown, the moment con-

nection 502 provides a structural connection and structural

support for the system from the inside ofthe planar members

501. The edges ofthe planar members in this embodiment are

mitered 504 to provide close abutting edges ofthe sheets. An

advantage ofembodiments ofthe present invention is that the

connectors are internal to the system and do not require means

for connecting the panels that would disturb, damage, or

interfere with the face (top surface of the top panel of the

planar member) or the underside (bottom surface of the bot-

tom panel of the planar member) of the system. In this way,

the completed system appears to be a single unit or appears to

have a flowing, continuous carpet- or ribbon-like structure,

which other systems using external means for connecting the

panels lack. As shown in FIG. 5B, the two elongated members

5021, 5022 ofthe joint are configured for insertion into a cell

503 of the structural material (whether tubular, planar (as

shown), or other configuration). The elongated members are

ofa shape and size to allow for a pressure fit within the interior

of the cell into which it is inserted. Also, as in this embodi-

ment, the elongated members can be operably configured to

adjust the degree of pressure fit within the cell once inserted.

The wedge-type configuration shown here is operably con-

figured for adjusting pressure between the components inter-

nally to the system. As shown in FIG. 5C, a set screw 505 can

be actuated to push the head 5027 portion ofthe ofthe wedge

into the cell away from the head of the joint 5026 to effec-

tively increase the overall width of the leg and increase the

amount ofpressure fit. As shown in FIGS. 5D and SE, a secure

fit between joint 502 and cell walls 5011 of support member

501 is achieved with the wedge-type joint.
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FIGS. 6A and 6B provide perspective views ofan embodi-

ment ofa moment connection 602 forjoining two planar sheet

materials in skewed planes. In particular, an advantage ofthis

type ofjoint is that it allows for planar members joined in a

system to return at a non-90 degree configuration, or skewed

configuration. As shown, FIGS. 6A and 6B provide views of

an embodiment of a moment connection which when con-

nected with two planar members orients the planar members

in planes that are skewed with respect to one another. One

embodiment ofthe skew-type connector comprises two elon-

gated members 6021, 6022joined by a bolt 6028. One or both

ofthe elongated members preferably comprises a surface for

contacting the other elongated member in a manner (when

joined with a bolt) that allows for a connection between two

skewed planes (referring to the planar members). This con-

nection allows the exhibition ribbons to return on themselves

and to create non-linear ribbon configurations. The connec-

tion between the elongated members can be fixed or adjust-

able. As shown, the connection between the elongated mem-

bers is fixed at a skewed angle.

FIGS. 7A-D, 8A-D, and 9A-C provide representative

examples ofthe structure for the support panels 701, 801, 901

that can be used according to the building systems of the

invention. As shown, the planar members 701, 801, 901 gen-

erally comprise a top 7012, 8012, 9012 panel and a bottom

7013, 8013, 9013 panel. The thickness of the panels can be

varied according to particular applications. For example,

thicker panels may be desired to increase strength of the

panels in order to be able to withstand heavier loads. Thinner

panels may be desired in case lighter systems are needed,

such as for systems that will be carried by hand to a particular

remote location. Between the top and bottom panels are rows

of walls 7011, 8011, 9011 forming internal cells 703, 803,

903 lengthwise through the planar member 701, 801, 901.

Many variations of internal cell structure of the planar mate-

rial can be used. For example, the cross section ofthe cell can

be a square (FIGS. 7A-D), rectangular (FIGS. 8A-D), com-

plex (FIGS. 9A-D), honeycomb, circular, or triangular shape.

Different configurations, including more rather than fewer

cells, can increase strength ofthe planar materials. The edges

of the panels can be mitered so that the internal connector

joint is covered by the panels when the joint is inserted into

the cell ofthe sheet. The materials shown in FIGS. 7A and 8A

are from Guangzhou Yuemei Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd. of

China. Similar materials can be purchased from Gallina USA

LLC.

FIGS. 10A-D and 11A-D provide exemplary building sys-

tems 1000, 1100 comprising a wedge-type connector 1002,

1102 with three elongated members, which can be used for

connecting three tubular 1001, 1101 members (e.g., support

beams for buildings) as shown. The joints 1002, 1102 having

one or more elongated members can be inserted into the cell

of a tubular (shown), single-cell planar, or multi-cell planar

member. With unmetered edges (FIGS. 10A-D) of the sup-

port member, part of the joint will remain exposed even after

the system is constructed. FIGS. 10C and 11C show the

components being constructed with the directional arrows

showing relative movement of the support members 1001,

1101 onto the joint 1002, 1102. With mitered or complex

mitered edges 1104 (FIGS. 11A-D), when the support mem-

bers (regardless of whether tubular, planar, single- or multi-

cell) are positioned on the joint, the mitered edges will abut

one another to provide a seemingly no-seam appearance, as if

the completed structure were a single piece and unapparent

that it is in fact modular. Once inserted, the wedge-type con-

nectorjoints can be adjusted to increase the pressure between

thejoint and the support member to a desired pressure fit. The
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wedge 1023, 1123 portion of the elongated members of the

joint can be moved lengthwise along the leg to increase the

effective width of the leg thereby increasing the amount of

pressure fit.

Potential uses for the building systems of the invention

vary greatly, especially as the system is applied at various

scales to potentially diverse material selection. The following

list is an attempt to identify potential uses, but is not intended

as a limitation of embodiments of the invention. Other uses

will be apparent to those of skill in the art by applying the

invention similarly in diverse applications. The joints can be

used to accommodate the connection ofpipe, tube, and simi-

lar extrusion. Each joint can be expanded in more than two

directions allowing integral moment frame connections.

Potential uses may include, exhibition design, interior spatial

installation, landscape design, architectural intervention,

temporary and permanent structures, any situation where rap-

idly assembled construction methods is desired, building sys-

tems, situations in which a minimum shipping size withmaxi-

mum assembled presence would be beneficial, aerospace

applications, moment frame assemblies, agricultural building

applications, fumiture assembly, trailer coverings, rapidly

deployable shelters, camping equipment, recreational furni-

ture, recreational shelters, storage units, disaster relief shel-

ters, mobile infrastructures, research laboratories, remote

research stations, any deployable building situation, chil-

dren’s toy assemblies, do-it-yourself building systems, user

assembled storage solutions, car ports, model stands, artist

studios and studio equipment, modular shelving applications,

work benches, children’s play houses, office fumiture, office

storage, and any circumstance that calls for moment frame or

integral planar connections at various scales and material.

The systems can even be scaled larger (for residential and

commercial building construction, where the connectors are

used as beams) or smaller (for hobby or model making).

The present invention has been described with reference to

particular embodiments having various features. It will be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications

and variations can be made in the practice of the present

invention without departing from the scope or spirit of the

invention. One skilled in the art will recognize that these

features may be used singularly or in any combination based

on the requirements and specifications of a given application

or design. Other embodiments ofthe invention will be appar-

ent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the speci-

fication and practice of the invention. The description of the

invention provided is merely exemplary in nature and, thus,

variations that do not depart from the essence ofthe invention

are intended to be within the scope of the invention.

The invention claimed is:

1. A modular building system comprising:

(a) at least two planar members comprising:

a top panel with a top planar surface;

a parallel bottom panel with a bottom planar surface; and

multiple walls disposed lengthwise between the panels;

wherein the panels and walls define interior hollow cells

with inner surfaces and a selected inner cell height and

inner cell width; and

(b) at least one moment connection with two elongated leg

members:

having a height or width to allow for a pressure fit within

one ofthe cells along the inner cell height or width of

the planar member when inserted therein; and

disposed an angular distance from one another and each

having a configuration for adjusting leg width, the

configuration comprising:
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a wedge-shaped portion ofthe leg with two elongated

surfaces that meet at an acute angle and a third

surface opposite the acute angle;

an integral screw which is fixed at one end in a non-

threaded manner in the third surface of the wedge

and is disposed at its other end within a threaded or

partially threaded cylindrical cavity disposed

lengthwise through a portion of the leg;

whereby upon actuation of the screw the wedge is

capable ofbeing moved lengthwise along the leg to

increase or decrease leg width.

2. The building system ofclaim 1, whereby structural sup-

port for the system is internal and is provided lengthwise

within the planar support members at the inner surfaces ofthe

cell that interfaces with the elongated members when inserted

therein.

3. A modular building system comprising at least two pla-

nar support members each comprising an internal cellular

cavity structure defined by multiple walls and hollow cells;

and

a connector forjoining two or more independent structural

members comprising:

at least two elongated leg members disposed an angular

distance from one another and each having a configura-

tion for adjusting leg width, the configuration compris-

mg:
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a wedge-shaped portion of the leg with two elongated

surfaces that meet at an acute angle and a third surface

opposite the acute angle;

an integral screw which is fixed at one end in a non-

threaded manner in the third surface ofthe wedge and

is disposed at its other end within a threaded or par-

tially threaded cylindrical cavity disposed lengthwise

through a portion of the leg; whereby upon actuation

of the screw the wedge is capable of being moved

lengthwise along the leg to increase or decrease leg

width;

wherein the connector is operably configured for insertion

into the planar support members,

wherein the elongated members of the connector have a

height or width to allow for a pressure fit within one of

the cells of the support member when inserted therein,

whereby structural support for the system is internal and is

provided lengthwise within the planar support members

at inner surfaces of the cell that interface with the elon-

gated members when inserted therein.

4. The modular building system of claim 3, wherein the

connector comprises three elongated members for providing

a three-dimensional system.


